
the glove. Text under a drawing,

in a pot with flowers the horizon exist, the landscape formats it self in a microscopic scale, by observation it 
empresses the senses of smell, sight and touch, an analytical approach could break it up in endless pieces 
and through a methodology of measurements we could name the parts of an ensemble.

It is there were the story starts,  

Shall we meet beside a pot? or in the paths of the songs, that have being sung in the 
meeting points of land and people?  

        Here and there is where we stand, listening the first noise  
        where the classical story began. 

 the city is regarded like a theatro.
Not with pomegranates/ ρόδια or apples falling like in fairy tails but here were we are.

“We had eight pomegranates trees around the country house,  
their thorns took care of safety of the house and their fruits  
gave out colour and taste to our visitors.”

Precisely because the momentum of urban energies tends to be centrifugal,  
it can build up to something special when held in focus for long enough . 1

the theatron (theatre): Skene+orchestra+audience
            At the door of the amphitheatre is where the noise starts becoming a voice.  

The sounds were deeper, θαμποί, but simultaneously clear to the speakers.  
The listeners or others where there. On the top of the amphitheatre.  
In that there is where the talker becomes the observant or the other way around?

But the theatre was closed, and we all stood around its boundaries the 
theatre it self tried to listen to the voices of centuries to insert them in the contemporary city which surrounds 
it and becomes us/ υμείς.  We all talked. I dare to make the assumption that we would all whisper and 
wonder if one can listen to us. 

How could one say a secret in an 
architectural structure which functions as a megaphone?  
an ear, a labyrinth/ λαβύρινθος is insert in an ear for the signals to become 

letter, and later to become language and language to becoming voice.
 A series if threads create radius and determine who we are in this moment.

First come our placement in the landscape:  
the ones on the bottom, the ones on the top or somewhere in between of 

the l landscape which finishes 
with the temple of Acropolis which by now must have filled up pages of 
books, magazines and card-postals of an un-countable number images that 
travel everyday single day kilometres of fragments of time through internet.

Was the polis ever part of its architecture?how did the noises became the voice of the habitants here under 
the platform of the heavy blue sky which covers and put an end day by day in our view. 

I was talking to him - the one that walked me through the History of people 
since i was a child - we stood silent and tested again if we could now 
we could both listen the same alteration of our voices? 
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- α
- an α at the begging of the megaphone = α

My father always shared with me the History as if it was a story.
We would always dialogue while walking or resting together. 

 By listening about the fundamental historical facts that formed our economy 
of thought/ idea and budget/ προυπολογισμό.

 

We now stood in front  of the classical touristic places in Athens, the Erodou Attikou theatre.
They, the others were hanging from the top of the amphitheater and we were alined 

with an invisible thread - the speaker with the listener- the listener with the speaker.

Where is there or here and why do we seeking to find it?
How one can unite WITH?

perhaps with a look, ένα νεύμα.

 Classically, during the parasitasi/ παράσταση in the theatre, the speaker could not 
hear what the individual listeners were saying to each others but having probably been once in there place 
his experience made sure that they could hear him. 

The scale of him/us was so familiar but their view of the temple, was not. The 
viewing through the megaphone was confusing our senses and the surrounding sounds.  
Was misplacing us in an environment of old stones and new old fashioned modernistic buildings.  

COULD actually anyone care to complete the image of the world with memories of other similar 
constructions and buildings or even more with the desire to enter all the touristic monuments which stand at 
the moment speechless. Could by any chance give enough evidences of our presence in History.

a line is folded, the line is a she
The classical story of the horizon, 
is a line. 

on a paper folded 
  vertically, horizontally or diagonally 

she is measured in a pot.

Under this here is where the water is always calm.
Where the roots are.

Diving up, under and in between the line - only in its edges only then she breaks the wave to the rock ! 
I stand now here and try to find the rock for each of the waves.
One wave one rock, one cliff, one knot. one.

Above the black and white mosaic floor, above a table which imitates a light colour wood,  
on top of the paper i draw a line. 



A straight line with black ink  
by using a transparent plastic triangle    ruler.

In the history of landscape the line / the horizon/ she is read as 
the division.            

Up  
                 here
     under.

Inside the pot under the routes they are the ruins of the seed.
Inside the recognisable shape there is something of the known that attract 

you and in the familiar which seduce Me. They both offered their hair for the year to come but the known 
came first and it was excepted. 

 How can i construct when the known, the given and the unknown are the limits of the line,  
a city of citizens. maybe through being centrifugal,

The detail

The corner in the base of the room, otherwise called floor, made another horizon for her to ender or exist in a 
place / room un- constructed where time was not counting - no production of time was manufactured by a 
clock.

No time is asked for the drawing only duration.
 

a room where white papers pilled up /stacked to one another with no breath in between them 
make up the walls. 

VOICE - an outsider, an echo, an plastic form. Using the molds trying to capture the face of each 
individual once dead, made up a wax cast which was kept in the family, to instruct the young members to the 
family tree, during the idealisation of the portrait from a sculptor individuality was sacrificed. 

There are no casting molds for voice the body as an instrument makes up the individual megaphone which is 
in a constant production of noises/ words extracting the matter for their production by the landscape it is 
found in.  
THE continues transformation of sounds is producing melody, an unorthodox classical melody of tones which 
each one of the listeners receives as familiar or known to them. 

the dead with Pliny the Elder in the 35th book of his Naturalis Historia about art, mentions the Roman practice of 
casting molds from the heads of deceased relatives and then making wax casts out of the molds. The wax models were 
refined by sculptors until a desirable likeness was achieved. The wax casts were kept in the family house in order to 
instruct the young members of the family about their family tree, and would be carried also in funerary processions.
During the early Roman times there was an augmented interest towards “likeness” images. Contrary to the Classical 
and Hellenistic times were the figures of people are highly idealised, the early Roman busts found in Thessaloniki attest 
to this desire to capture the individuality of the portrayed person. However, as Pliny attests later, individuality is 
sacrificed again for the sake of idealisation.2

SHAPE
ON the shape came the movement, in the rolling stones the routes were. 

 
The offerings were never enough  in the  α -theatre.  

 https://greekmuseumsblog.wordpress.com/tag/roman-period/page/8/2

https://greekmuseumsblog.wordpress.com/tag/roman-period/page/8/


In the Άλφα is the bringing up of the word, inside the theatre is the complication of the sounds who become 
logos/ λόγος. 

detachment from movement release the shape

, no what or it.
connecting to a with α,  
on top of the line and under the line  

 the shape balances εν - αγκαλίζοντας το/ by expressing it. 

Could the shape penetrate the line?
up or down.
On the line of the fold the perceptive is written. 

Inside memory an inability of seeing future images exist and for their creation  
you need the left overs of memories. 

Only white on white can change the surface, the caress / το χάδι 
- the rest of the colours cut into the paper divide it in volume. PENETRATION. and hunger.
from the guts came the sound which becomes my voice.

Under the white light we are blamed for being lazy and production stops.

Their echo, becomes her voice the landscape is in the corner of the floor.

Within her guts hunger and pain complete the opposition of comfort and un-balance. Because of the desire 
to transform the known penetration exist. Division makes up ideas and things easily read by comparison and 
no imagination is asked. 

Above the industrial grey floor  
inside a glass room  
on top of the wooden table 
the paper was turned vertically 
and the pencil created the lines α-nformal one. 

α

the individual skill is build into a tool = mass production differs from tourism, 
with premise/ δηλώνοντας the individuality of the visitor in contradiction to 

the citizen which in this case is the unknown/ of the other. 

During the process of the making  the clay gloves i induce the memories of 
the statues standing above the marble floor on an altar, on a flat top box used to individualise the object. In 
making this text into a sound i find a rhythm.


